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ABSTRACT Microorganisms must respond to environmental changes to survive, of
ten by controlling transcription initiation. Intermittent aeration during wastewater 
treatment presents a cyclically changing environment to which microorganisms must 
react. We used an intermittently aerated bioreactor performing partial nitritation and 
anammox (PNA) to investigate how the microbiome responds to recurring change. 
Meta-transcriptomic analysis revealed a dramatic disconnect between the relative 
DNA abundance and gene expression within the metagenome-assembled genomes 
(MAGs) of community members, suggesting the importance of transcriptional regula
tion in this microbiome. To explore how community members responded to cyclic aer
ation via transcriptional regulation, we searched for homologs of the catabolite 
repressor protein/fumarate and nitrate reductase regulatory protein (CRP/FNR) family of 
transcription factors (TFs) within the MAGs. Using phylogenetic analyses, evaluation of 
sequence conservation in important amino add residues, and prediction of genes regu
lated by TFs in the MAGs, we identified homologs of the oxygen-sensing FNR in 
Nitrosomonas and Rhodocyclaceae, nitrogen-sensing dissimilative nitrate respiration reg
ulator that responds to nitrogen species (DNR) in Rhodocyclaceae, and nitrogen-sensing 
nitrite and nitric oxide reductase regulator that responds to nitrogen species (NnrR) in 
Nitrospira MAGs. Our data also predict that CRP/FNR homologs in Ignavibacteria, 
Flavobacteriales, and Saprospiraceae MAGs sense carbon availability. In addition, a GRP/ 
FNR homolog in a Brocadia MAG was most closely related to GRP TFs known to sense 
carbon sources in well-studied organisms. Flowever, we predict that in autotrophic 
Brocadia, this TF most likely regulates a diverse set of functions, including a response 
to stress during the cyclic aerobic/anoxic conditions. Overall, this analysis allowed us to 
define a meta-regulon of the PNA microbiome that explains functions and interactions 
of the most active community members.

IMPORTANCE Microbiomes are important contributors to many ecosystems, including 
ones where nutrient cycling is stimulated by aeration control. Optimizing cyclic aera
tion helps reduce energy needs and maximize microbiome performance during 
wastewater treatment; however, little is known about how most microbial commu
nity members respond to these alternating conditions. We defined the meta-regulon 
of a PNA microbiome by combining existing knowledge of how the CRP/FNR family 
of bacterial TFs respond to stimuli, with metatranscriptomic analyses to characterize
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gene expression changes during aeration cycles. Our results indicated that, for some 
members of the community, prior knowledge is sufficient for high-confidence assign
ments of TF function, whereas other community members have CRP/FNR TFs for 
which inferences of function are limited by lack of prior knowledge. This study pro
vides a framework to begin elucidating meta-regulons in microbiomes, where pure 
cultures are not available for traditional transcriptional regulation studies. Defining 
the meta-regulon can help in optimizing microbiome performance.

KEYWORDS bioinformatics, metagenomics, metatranscriptomics, microbiome, 
transcription factors, wastewater treatment

In natural ecosystems, microbiomes often experience cyclical variations in environ
mental conditions such as presence or absence of light (e.g., day/night cycles), warm 

and cold temperatures (e.g., day/night, summer/winter), and presence or absence of 
oxygen (e.g., low tide/high tide). Microbiomes are used in advanced wastewater treat
ment processes for the removal of nutrients, where controlling the presence and ab
sence of oxygen creates a dynamic environment that allows bacteria to carry out im
portant functions such as enhanced biological phosphorus removal, nitrification, and 
denitrification (1, 2). Likewise, intermittent aeration enables the use of microbiomes 
enriched with anaerobic ammonium-oxidizing bacteria (anammox) to treat sidestream 
wastewaters containing high concentrations of ammonium (3). We are interested in 
the microbial response to cycles of low dissolved oxygen (DO) and anoxic conditions 
because oxygen delivery accounts for a large fraction of the electricity required to op
erate a wastewater treatment process. Reducing oxygen requirements is one attractive 
strategy to decrease energy use during wastewater treatment (4, 5). In addition, anam
mox processes have the potential to further reduce energy requirements in waste- 
water treatment plants (6).

Microbial adaptation is critical for survival in changing environments like those 
experienced by wastewater treatment microbiomes. Transcription factors (TFs) often 
regulate this adaptation by binding to DNA and increasing or decreasing transcription 
initiation in response to specific environmental stimuli. Examples of microbial adapta
tion to changing environments by transcriptional regulation include the expression of 
genes that encode proteins involved in alternative metabolic pathways in response to 
changes in carbon source, oxygen, or alternative electron acceptors (7). Bacterial TFs 
can regulate genes within hundreds of operons or only those within a single operon 
(7-9), so the number of genes that are directly controlled by these proteins (its regu- 
lon) can vary in size.

One particular TF, the fumarate and nitrate reductase regulatory protein (FNR), is 
among the most widely studied global regulators, activating and repressing transcrip
tion of a wide variety of functional genes. FNR is widely conserved across bacteria and 
is often required for the shift between aerobic and anaerobic metabolism (10). FNR 
belongs to the catabolite repressor protein (CRP; also known as cAMP receptor pro- 
tein)/FNR family of TFs, which plays an important role across bacteria and generally 
shares a conserved DNA binding site (11). Like FNR, CRP is well studied and widely con
served across bacteria and responds to variations in glucose availability via changes in 
the concentration of cyclic AMP (12). Besides CRP and FNR, the CRP/FNR family of pro
teins contains other well-studied TFs that respond to a variety of environmental stim
uli, including dissimilative nitrate respiration regulator that responds to nitrogen spe
cies (DNR), anaerobic regulator of arginine deiminase and nitrate reductase that 
responds to oxygen and nitrogen species (ANR), nitrite and nitric oxide reductase regu
lator that responds to nitrogen species (NnrR), and maltose regulator that responds to 
changes in carbohydrate carbon source (MaIR) (11,13-17).

Although the environmental stimuli and the function of genes regulated by CRP/FNR 
family TFs have been well studied in pure cultures of several bacterial species, little work 
has been done to study how homologs of these proteins may function in a microbiome.
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Meta-regulon of Partial-Nitritation Anammox Microbiome mSystems

TABLE 1 Summary of bioreactor properties, feed, and effluent composition over 3 years of 
operation

Characteristic" No. of samples Max Min Median Avg SD
Reactor properties

TSS (mg/liter) 259 3,420 440 1,520 1,570 550
VSS (mg/liter) 259 3,010 290 1,130 1,200 440
pH 471 8.2 6.3 7.48 7.46 0.28
Temp (°C) 471 36.9 21 33 32.8 1.94

Feed composition
Ammonium-N (mg N/liter) 223 368 80.1 186 198 61.5
Nitrate (mg N/liter) 220 6.82 0 0.20 0.58 1.10
Nitrite (mg N/liter) 220 13.1 0 0.03 0.42 1.62
Total COD (unfiltered) (mg 02/liter) 210 2,290 75.5 394 421 240
Soluble COD (filtered) (mg 02/liter) 191 2,150 63.6 220 241 160
pH 38 8.66 7.74 8.0 8.1 0.20

Effluent composition
Ammonium-N (mg N/liter) 463 289 0.10 31.2 49.7 57.5
Nitrate (mg N/liter) 461 83.6 0 21.2 25.0 20.9
Nitrite (mg N/liter) 461 172 0 0.09 4.70 18.8

Soluble COD (filtered) (mg 02/liter) 410 500 6.6 67.2 76.3 37.7

Performance summary
Total inorganic N removed (%) 220 99 0 60 58 23
Ammonium removed (%) 223 100 0 82 69 32

“TSS, total suspended solids; VSS, volatile suspended solids; ammonium-N, NH4+ plus NH3; nitrate, NO, ; nitrite, 
NO,; COD; chemical oxygen demand.

Given the conservation of members of the CRP/FNR family across bacteria (11, 16), we 
reasoned that potential members of the CRP/FNR family may simultaneously control the 
activity of multiple organisms within a microbiome exposed to cycles of low-DO/anoxic 
conditions as well as various concentrations of nitrogen species. Elucidating a micro- 
biome-level regulon (i.e., a meta-regulon) from members of the CRP/FNR family of TFs 
could provide further insight into the function of the often unculturable key community 
members and their interactions within the microbiome.

This study utilized a metagenomic and metatranscriptomic approach to identify the 
predicted CRP/FNR family meta-regulon in an intermittently aerated deammonification 
bioreactor performing partial nitritation and anammox (PNA). Out of 43 high-quality 
metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) reconstructed from the microbiome, CRP/ 
FNR homologs were detected in 29, including 11 of the top 16 MAGs as determined by 
RNA abundance in metatranscriptomic data sets. We predicted potential DNA binding 
sites for CRP/FNR family TFs and correlated these predictions with metatranscriptomic 
changes to predict which genes were regulated during cyclic bioreactor conditions. 
This analysis provides a first glimpse of how a microbiome collectively responds to 
external environmental factors. This information, and the methodology described here, 
both improves our understanding of uncultured microorganisms and their function in 
changing environmental conditions and generates models that could enhance our 
capacity to harness microbiomes for specific functions, such as nitrogen removal from 
wastewater.

RESULTS
Performance of PNA bioreactor with intermittent aeration. The performance of 

the PNA bioreactor was evaluated for 3 years. After a startup period with unstable per
formance that lasted for nearly 1 year, the reactor stabilized. A summary of reactor per
formance during stable operation is shown in Table 1, and representative nutrient pro
files are shown in Fig. 1. The reactor was fed ammonium-rich reject water from a 
struvite recovery process operated at the Nine Springs wastewater treatment plant 
(Madison, Wl). The chemical composition of the feed varied from week to week
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Time (minutes)

FIG 1 Typical bioreactor performance during a period of stable operation. (A) Typical chemical profile 
during the fill and react phases of a single 8-h cycle of operation; all measurements are from filtered 
extracellular samples collected from the bioreactor. (B) Closeup of a 30-min time interval, defined by 
10-min aerated (aerobic) and 20-min unaerated (anoxic) periods. Samples were collected for RNA 
sequencing at 3 min and 7 min into the aerated period, indicated by "1" and "2" shaded regions, and 
at 13 min and 27 min in the unaerated period, indicated by "3" and "4" shaded regions.

depending on full-scale plant operations and performance of upstream processes, with 
average ammonium concentration of 198 ± 61 mg NH4+-N/liter and variable organic 
carbon concentrations ranging primarily between 100 and 400 mg chemical oxygen 
demand (COD)/liter, with a few weeks exceeding 1,000 mg COD/liter (Table 1). During 
the longest period of stable operation (—560 days), the average total inorganic nitro
gen and ammonium removal were 72% and 83%, respectively. During the first 4-h of a 
typical 8-h cycle, the reactor was slowly filled with reject water, and ammonium accu
mulated (Fig. 1 A). In the remaining 3.5-h, ammonium concentrations declined. Nitrate 
and soluble COD remained almost constant throughout the cycle, while nitrite concen
trations fluctuated according to aerated (nitrite increased) and unaerated (nitrite 
decreased) periods. During normal operation, the DO remained below the control set 
point of 0.2 mg 02/liter (Fig. IB). Total suspended solids (TSS) and volatile suspended 
solids (VSS) within the bioreactor averaged 1,570 ± 550 mg TSS/liter and 1,200 ± 440 
mg VSS/liter, respectively (Table 1).

Metagenomic and transcriptomic sequencing, binning, and quality control. To
evaluate the composition of the bioreactor microbiome, we collected and extracted 
DNA from 4 days of operation (days 77, 231, 350, and 454) for metagenomic sequenc
ing. DNA from each sample was sequenced twice, resulting in eight separate metage
nomic DNA read data sets. Of —206 million metagenomic reads, —201 million passed 
quality control criteria and were used as input for one metagenomic coassembly 
(Table SI in the supplemental material) that generated 2,637 scaffolds. From this
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Meta-regulon of Partial-Nitritation Anammox Microbiome mSystems

coassembly, we constructed 43 highly complete (>90%), low-contamination (<6%) 
MAGs using a combination of automatic and manual binning and curation (Table S2).

Twenty-four samples were collected at day 454 of bioreactor operation for metatran- 
scriptomic analysis (these reads are referred to here as mRNA reads). Approximately 306 
million mRNA reads aligned to the 43 MAGs (out of —411 million mRNA reads that 
mapped to the assembly) (Tables SI, S2, and S3), indicating that the 43 MAGs captured a 
large fraction of the metatranscriptome (74%). Further, out of the mRNA reads mapping 
to the 43 high-quality MAGs, 95% of them mapped to only 16 MAGs, which we define 
here as the most active community members present in the reactor on day 454 (Table 2).

Phylogenetic analysis and placement of MAGs. We compared the phylogenetic 
relationships of the 16 MAGs representing the most active community members with 
published genomes and MAGs spanning across 7 different phyla (Fig. 2). This phyloge
netic tree was constructed based on concatenated protein sequences of 37 conserved 
bacterial single-copy marker genes (18). The tree topology shows that many of the 
most active community members in this bioreactor clustered closely with published 
genomes from other deammonification bioreactors. Six of the MAGs (IGV_58, FLB_49, 
SPS_50R, NSM_48, NSP_46, and ANR_55) grouped closely with genomes recovered 
from a full-scale granular PNA reactor (OLB in genome names in Fig. 2) in Olburgen, 
The Netherlands (19). Likewise, six MAGs (IGV_58, IGV_68R, AMX_44, RDC_57, 
ANR_56R, and ANR_43) clustered closely with genomes recovered from a laboratory- 
scale anammox bioreactor (UT_ in genome names in Fig. 2), which was initially inocu
lated with biomass enriched with anammox from the City College of New York (6). 
Other notable groupings are NSM_48 with the ammonia-oxidizing bacteria (AOB) 
Nitrosomonas europaea (GenBank accession no. AL954747), which was also the main 
AOB in the Olburgen PNA bioreactor (19), and NSM_41 clustering with Nitrosomonas 
oligotropha, an AOB lineage reported to have high affinity for oxygen (20-22). In addi
tion, NSP_46 clustered with the nitrite-oxidizing bacteria (NOB) ‘Candidatus Nitrospira 
defluvii' (GenBank accession no. NC_014355.1), which has been reported in wastewater 
treatment systems operated under low-DO conditions (23, 24). The clustering of 
NSP_46 with ‘Ca. Nitrospira defluvii' indicates that NSP_46 is a canonical NOB and not a 
complete ammonia-oxidizing (comammox) Nitrospira, since representatives of comam- 
mox ('Candidatus Nitrospira inopinata/ ‘Candidatus Nitrospira nitrosa/ and ‘Candidatus 
Nitrospira nitrifkans') formed a different cluster within Nitrospirae (Fig. 2).

Microbial community abundance and gene expression. To calculate relative DNA 
and mRNA abundance (also referred to as relative gene expression), we normalized the 
respective nucleic acid read counts for each MAG by its predicted genome size and 
then divided this quantity by the total DNA or mRNA read counts for all 43 MAGs, 
respectively. The direct comparison of these two metrics revealed that relative DNA 
abundance and gene expression did not always correlate for each MAG. For example, 
MAGs associated with nitrogen cycling such as NSM_48 (Nitrosomonas), AMX_44 
(Brocadia), and NSP_46 (Nitrospira), accounted for just 2.1%, 1.3%, and 1.3% relative 
DNA abundance (Fig. 3, white bars), respectively. Flowever, these MAGs accounted for 
approximately 20%, 17%, and 3% of the relative gene expression, respectively (Fig. 3, 
gray bars). An Ignavibacteria (IGV_58) MAG dominated in both categories, with relative 
DNA abundance and relative gene expression at —32% and —40%, respectively. Other 
MAGs within the 16 most active groups had variable levels of relative DNA abundance 
(from 0.4% to 7.2%) but less than 3% relative gene expression.

Phylogenetic analysis of CRP/FNR family TFs identified in the PNA microbiome. 
The observed lack of correlation between relative mRNA and DNA abundances led us 
to hypothesize that TFs play an important role in the activity of the microbiome. To 
evaluate this hypothesis, we focused on members of the CRP/FNR family of TFs 
because they are both widespread phylogenetically and often respond to the stimuli 
cycled in the bioreactor, specifically oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon availability. 
Flomologs of the CRP/FNR family of TFs were identified in 29 of the 43 high-quality 
MAGs (Fig. SI), including in 11 of the 16 most active MAGs (Fig. 4). The environmental 
stimuli these TFs respond to were partially inferred from comparison to the
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TABLE 2 Genome statistics of the top 16 MAGs with the highest relative gene expression recovered from the PNA bioreactor

MAG ID Taxonomy
Completeness
(%)

Contamination
(%)

Genome 
size (Mb)

No. of 
scaffolds

GC content
(%)

No. of predicted 
genes

Relative DNA 
abundance(%)

Relative mRNA 
abundance(%)

IGV 58 Ignavibacteria bacterium 95.08 0 2.41 15 37.7 2,131 32.3 39.6
AMX44 Brocadia sp. 90.11 1.65 2.79 111 44.9 2,553 1.3 19.7
NSM48 Nitrosomonas europaea 96.66 0.62 2.64 63 50.7 2,467 2.1 16.8
NSP46 Nitrospira sp. 96.76 5.23 3.79 39 60.4 3,606 1.3 3.1
ANR43 Anaerolineales bacterium 88.18 3.27 3.8 262 59.2 3,476 1.4 2.5
RDC_57 Rhodocydaceae bacterium 94.75 0.93 3.03 60 66.6 3,016 7.2 2.1
FLB_49 Flavobacteriales bacterium 100 0.54 3.09 27 36.1 2,711 1.4 2.0
RDC_54R Rhodocydaceae bacterium 92.13 0.93 2.84 41 66.6 2,820 4.2 1.8
XAM3 Xanthomonadales bacterium 97.73 1.53 3.83 81 67.9 3,293 2.6 1.8
IGV68R Ignavibacteriaceae bacterium 94.41 0.56 3.44 17 42.1 2,712 0.5 1.3
SPS_50R Saprospiraceae bacterium 97.36 0.5 3.66 73 49.6 2,868 1.4 1.1
ANR55 Anaerolineales bacterium 93.64 0.91 4.06 62 55.9 3,695 4.3 1.0
STB 2 Steroidobacteraceae bacterium 90.18 1.55 3.57 80 67.6 3,367 2.2 1.0
ANR_56R Anaerolineales bacterium 92.73 0.18 3.78 16 53.7 3,541 2.2 0.8
NSM41 Nitrosomonas sp. 96.86 0.48 3.1 75 49.3 2,996 1.6 0.8
BRB 32R Bryobacteraceae bacterium 91.23 1.32 5.83 110 62.1 4,924 0.4 0.8

I
Downloaded from https://joumals.asm.org/joumal/msystems on 07 April 2022 by 2600:1702:2a30:25a0:250c:2b59:a8b5:5918.
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Chloroherpeton thalassium (CP001100)
Chlorobium tepidum (AE006470)
Chlorobi bacterium OLB7 (LMYZ01)
Chlorobi bacterium OLB6 (LLZP01)
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IGV58 (JABARM000000000)
Ignavibacteriales bacterium UTCHB1 (MWSW01) 
Me//oAAacfer mset/s (CP003557)
Ignavibacteriales bacterium UTCHB3 (MWSU01) 
IGV68R (JABAROOOOOOOOOO)
/gnawAacfam/m a/Af/m (CP003418)
Ignavibacteriales bacterium UTCHB2 (MWSV01) 
Bacteroidetes bacterium OLB10 (LNBX01)
FLB 49 (JABAROOOOOOOOOO)
Solitalea canadensis DSM3403 (CP003349) 
Bacteroidetes bacterium OLB12 (LNFR01) 
Bacteroidetes bacterium OLB11 (LNFQ01) 
CA/AnopAaga p/Aens/s DSM2588 (CP001699) 
Sphingobacteriales bacterium UTBCD1 (MWTC01) 
MaAe//a so// DSM 19437 (CP007035)
Bacteroidetes bacterium OLB9 (LNBW01)
SPS 50R (JABARE000000000)
Bacteroidetes bacterium OLB8 (JZQW01) 
Haliscomenobacterhydrossis DSM 1100 (CP002691) 
Planctomycetes bacterium UTPLA1 (MWTD01)
‘Ca. Jettenia caeni’ (BAFH01)
‘Ca. Brocadia fuigida’ (LAQJ01)
AMX 44 (JABAQY000000000)
‘Ca. Brocadia sp. UTAMX2’ (MWTE01)
‘Ca. Brocadia sp. UTAMX1’ (MWTF01)
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RDC 54R (JABARI000000000)
Rhodocyclaceae bacterium UTPR02 (MWSS01)
RDC 57 (JABARL000000000)
Nitrosomonas OLB2 (JZQZ01)
N/f/osomonas et/mpaea (AL954747)
NSM 48 (JABARC000000000)
N/f/osomonas e/^opAa (CP000450)
N/f/osomonas Aa/opAAa (FNOY01)
Nitrosomonas mobilis (FMWO01)
Nitrosomonas sp. Nm58 (FNPQ01)
N/f/osomonas commf/n/s (C P011451)
Nitrosomonas sp. Nm33 (FNPJ01)
Nitrosomonas nitrosa (FOUF01)
N/f/osomonas sp. AL212 (CP002552)
Mf/oso/nonas umae (CP013341)
Nitrosomonas oligotropha (FNOE01)
NSM41 (JABAQW000000000)
Nitrosomonas marina Nm22 (FOCP01)
Nitrosomonas sp Nm51 (FOGH01)
Mf/osomonas aesA/am (QAAE01)
N/f/osomonas c/yofo/erans (FSRO01)
N/f/ososp/ra mu/A/bm?/s (CP000103)
STB 2 (JABAQN000000000)
XAM 3 (JABAQR000000000)
Omnitrophica bacterium OLB16 (LMZT01) 
Polyangiaceae bacterium UTPR01 (MWST01)
BRB 32R (JABAQT000000000)
‘Ca. Nitrospira defluvii’ (NC014355)
Nitrospira UWLD02 (NIUU01)
A/AospAa OLB3 (JZQY01)
NSP 46 (JABARA000000000)
‘Ca. Nitrospira Inopinata’ (CZJZ01)
‘Ca. Nitrospira Nitrosa’ (CZQA01)
Nitrospira UWLDO-01 (NIUT01)
Nitrospira Ga0074138 (LNDU01)
MAosp/na CG24B (NEWS01)
‘Ca. Nitrospira Nitrificans’ (CZPZ01)
A//f/osp*a moscov/ens/s (CP011801)
N/AospAa CG24E (NEWP01)
A//AospAa CG24C (NEWR01)
A//AospAa CG24A (NEWT01)
Dehalogenimonas sp. WBC-2 (CP011392) 
Ktedonobacter racemifer DSM44963 (ADVG01) 
CA/o/oAexus auranAaws J-10-fl (CP000909) 
Ca/d///nea ae/opA^a (AP012337)
Anaerolineae bacterium UTCFX1 (MWTB01)
ANR 56R (JABARK000000000)
Chloroflexi bacterium OLB14 (LMZR01)
ANR 55 (JABARJ000000000)
Anaerolineae bacterium UTCFX3 (MWSZ01)
ANR 43 (JABAQX000000000)
Anae/o/mea fAe/mopMa (AP012029)
Anaerolineae bacterium UTCFX2 (MWTA01) 
Chloroflexi bacterium OLB13 (JZRA01)
Anaerolineae bacterium UTCFX5 (MWSX01) 
Chloroflexi bacterium OLB15 (LMZS01)
Chloroflexi bacterium UTCFX4 (MWSY01) 
Microgenomates bacterium UTCPR1 (MWSR01)

O
D"

o
Q_m

™o

IoD"

FIG 2 Phylogenetic tree generated from genome alignment of the 16 most active MAGs (Table 2). The tree 
includes MAGs recovered from this study (bold) and closely related genomes downloaded from the NCBI genome

(Continued on next page)
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Beach et al. mSystems

■ Relative mRNA Abundance 
I | Relative DNA Abundance

FIG 3 Relative DNA (white bars) and mRNA abundance (gray bars) of the most active 16 MAGs 
(Table 2). DNA abundances were determined by the number of DNA reads mapped to each MAG, 
normalized by the corresponding genome size. mRNA abundances were determined by the number 
of mRNA reads that mapped to each MAG, normalized by the corresponding genome size. Relative 
abundances were then determined dividing by the total number of DNA or mRNA reads for all 43 
high-quality MAGs, respectively.

phylogenetic analysis of Korner et al. (11) (Fig. 4; Fig. SI). Further inference was based 
on conservation of important amino acid residues that have been identified as essen
tial for function of homologs of these TFs in pure cultures (Table S4). Below, we will 
focus on the homologs found in the most active MAGs (Fig. 4); a more comprehensive 
phylogenetic analysis for all 29 MAGs with identified CRP/FNR homologs can be found 
in Fig. SI.

FNR is a global TF associated with bacterial response to oxygen limitation (25, 26).
We found that homologs from two Nitrosomonas MAGs (NSM_48 and NSM_41) and 
two Rhodocyclaceae MAGs (RDC_57 and RDC_54R) clustered within known FNR TFs 
(Fig. 4), including an FNR protein from N. europaea ATCC 25978 (Fig. SI). Examination 
of the protein sequences of these FNR homologs revealed the presence of at least four 
cysteine residues (Table S4), which is a critical characteristic that has been associated 
with coordination of a 4Fe-4S cluster that allows them to sense oxygen (27). These 
results provide evidence that the Nitrosomonas and Rhodocyclaceae members of this 
PNA microbiome could use FNR to sense 02 as part of a transcriptional response to the 
alternating DO conditions created by the air on/air off cycles in the bioreactor. One 
MAG (XAM_3) contained a predicted CRP/FNR homolog that also clustered near the 
FNR proteins in the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 4). Flowever, because this homolog lacked 
the conservation of the four cysteine residues characteristic of FNR proteins, we did 
not pursue additional examination of this CRP/FNR homolog.

The DNR and NnrR TFs have been associated with bacterial sensing of nitric oxide 
(NO), an intermediate in nitrogen cycling metabolism (28, 29). Only one CRP/FNR hom
olog found in one of the Rhodocyclaceae MAGs (RDC_54R) clustered near known DNR 
TFs (Fig. 4). Comparing the protein sequence of this homolog to that of the DNR pro
tein from Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAOI revealed conservation of a histidine residue 
at position 139 (Table S4), which has been shown to be important in coordination of 
the heme cofactor required to sense NO (30), suggesting this DNR homolog could 
respond to changes in NO. This further indicates that Rhodocyclaceae (RDC_54R) con
tains both an FNR homolog and a DNR homolog, raising the possibility that it can

FIG 2 Legend (Continued)
repository. Accession numbers for each genome are provided in parentheses. Bootstrap values are shown at the 
nodes where the value was greater than 50. The tree was constructed using RAxML based on a set of 37 
concatenated universal single-copy marker genes.
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Meta-regulon of Partial-Nitritation Anammox Microbiome rpSystems

FIG 4 Phylogenetic tree generated from the alignment of transcription factors (TFs) from the CRP/FNR family along with TF homologs found in 11 of the 
16 most active MAGs. TF names in outer ring are based on the phylogenetic analysis of Korner et al. (11). Subtrees that lacked an identifiable clustering of 
TFs contain gray shading in the outer ring and do not have a label.

respond to both oxygen and NO concentrations. We also found that a CRP/FNR homo
log in the Nitrospira MAG (NSP_46) clustered with proteins that have been identified as 
the TF NnrR (Fig. 4) (31, 32). Comparison to the well-studied NnrR protein from 
Rhodobacter sphaeroides shows conservation of the tyrosine residue at position 93 
(Table S4), which has been shown to be important for function during in vivo regula
tory activity (32). These data suggest that Nitrospira (NSP_46) uses NnrR to sense and 
respond to changes in nitrogen concentration during the cyclic operation of the
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Beach et al. mSystems

bioreactor. Another CRP/FNR TF from NSP_46 clustered near FNRBAC. FNRBAC is distinct 
from FNR from Escherichia coli in that it is activated by a two-component regulatory 
system (ResDE) and has the sensor domain at the C terminus (33) (Fig. 4; Table S4). 
Since we did not find homologs of ResDE in NSP_46 and the TF from NSP_46 does not 
have conserved cysteine residues in the C terminus, we did not include it in further 
analysis.

MaIR is a member of the CRP/FNR TF family that responds to sugars and other car
bon sources (34). Several CRP/FNR homologs in the microbiome clustered near other 
TFs annotated as MaIR but that are outside the main MaIR cluster (Fig. 4). These were 
homologs in Ignavibacteria IGV_58, Flavobacteriales FLB_49, and Saprospiraceae 
SPS_50R. Little is known about how MaIR responds to environmental or other signals, 
but there is significant amino acid sequence identity between a predicted effector 
binding domain in MaIR from Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron and the homologs from 
MAGs clustered near other MaIR proteins (Table S4) (34, 35). Thus, we hypothesize that 
these proteins are likely MaIR homologs and that these MAGs may respond to changes 
in the availability of carbon sources, albeit in an indeterminate manner. The 
Ignavibacteria IGV_68R has a CRP/FNR homolog that does not cluster near MalR-related 
homologs, but within the Flp cluster (Fig. 4). Flp has been shown to coordinate a tran
scriptional response to oxidative stress in Lactobacillus, but in Clostridium perfringens, it 
has been proposed to play a role in a transcriptional response to carbohydrates like 
MaIR (11). Indeed, this Flp homolog had significant amino acid sequence conservation 
in the predicted effector binding domain in 8. thetaiotaomicron MaIR and to the MalR- 
related TF in IGV_58 (Table S4), suggesting that this TF may also have a function in rec
ognition of carbon source availability.

The CRP/FNR TF homolog in the anammox Brocadia MAG (AMX_44) did not cluster 
within a group of previously studied TFs (Fig. 4; Fig. SI). The nearest annotated TF was 
identified previously as CooA from Treponema pallidum (Fig. SI). Flowever, previous 
analysis of CooA in Rhodospirillum rubrum (36), along with annotations for homologs 
of this TF (e.g., using the KEGG database [37]), suggests this TF may be a CRP homolog. 
Using a protein BLAST comparison, we found substantially more conservation between 
CRP from E. coli (38) and both the TF from 7. pallidum and the TF from AMX_44 than 
conservation with CooA, leading us to conclude this TF is likely a CRP homolog 
(Table S4). CRP in other organisms is known to respond to changes in carbohydrates, 
such as glucose, to regulate energy metabolism (39, 40). Flowever, its presence in the 
autotrophic Brocadia MAG (AMX_44), and its phylogenetic distance from the main CRP 
cluster (Fig. 4), makes it difficult to formulate a hypothesis about function based solely 
on comparison of protein sequences.

Predicting the microbiome's meta-regulon. In addition to identifying CRP/FNR 
homologs in the most active MAGs and inferring their function based on amino acid 
sequence comparisons and conservation of residues that have been found essential 
for activity in well-studied organisms, we sought further evidence of function using the 
metatranscriptomic data set (Table S3) to evaluate how genes predicted to be regu
lated by the TFs responded to the cyclic low-DO/anoxic conditions created in the PNA 
bioreactor. To do this, we generated position weight matrices (PWMs) for CRP/FNR 
family TFs (Table S5) using published information from either within a single organism 
or phylogenetic analysis (Fig. S2) (26, 29, 40-46). These PWMs matched previously 
identified PWMs for these TF homologs (47). These PWMs were used to predict binding 
sites upstream of genes within each of the most active MAGs for which a CRP/FNR 
homolog was identified. Next, the gene expression data, obtained during air off/air on 
cycles of the PNA bioreactor, was used to identify expression patterns (Fig. 5) and cate
gorize the annotated functions of these genes (Table S6).

This analysis predicts the TF regulons within each community member and allows 
us to infer action and environmental stimuli for individual MAGs within the PNA bio
reactor. As described above, FNR homologs were predicted in Rhodocyclaceae (RDC_54 
and RDC_57) and Nitrosomonas (NSM_48 and NSM_41) MAGs. Using a PWM from
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Meta-regulon of Partial-Nitritation Anammox Microbiome mSystems

FIG 5 Clustering of time-dependent changes in expression levels in genes that contain upstream CRP/FNR homolog binding sites. The figure includes data 
from the 11 most active MAGs predicted to have CRP/FNR family TFs. (A) FNR; (B) DNR; (C) NnrR; (D) MaIR; (E) CRP. Dark blue line indicates expression 
mean for each cluster, light blue indicates 2/ standard deviation, and red lines indicate individual gene expression patterns. Time points within the shaded 
region correspond to samples taken during aerated periods, outside the shaded region correspond to unaerated periods. Information on genes within each 
cluster is found in Table 56.

binding sites in E. coli (26), FNR binding sites were identified upstream of 65 genes in 
the Nitrosomonas MAGs and 30 genes in Rhodocydaceae MAGs (Table S6). While a 
large fraction of these genes encoded hypothetical proteins and could not be analyzed 
further, we were able to infer how FNR controls the expression of several genes with 
annotated function in the Nitrosomonas and Rhodocydaceae MAGs.

In the Rhodocydaceae MAGs, genes predicted to be controlled by FNR and with 
increased expression in the anoxic conditions (clusters 1 and 3 in Fig. 5A) include those 
encoding the following proteins: nitrite reductase (gene identification in Table S6, 
EFKGCFLIK_01293, EFKGCFLIK_01298, GAKPKEKM_00701, and GAKPKEKM_00706), ni
trous oxide reductase (EFKGCFLK_00100), and high-efficiency Cbb3 cytochrome oxi
dase (EFKGCFLIK_01956 and GAKPKEKM_02276). One annotated gene with increased 
expression under aerobic conditions (cluster 2 in Fig. 5A) encodes an acetyl-coenzyme 
A synthetase (EFKGCFLK_00226), suggesting increased tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle ac
tivity in the presence of oxygen.

In the Nitrosomonas MAGs, genes predicted to be controlled by FNR and with 
increased expression in the anoxic conditions (cluster 3 in Fig. 5A) include those encod
ing the following proteins: an anaerobic TF in the CRP family ANR (FCKEOINB_00121), 
which was not detected in our initial analyses; NADFI-quinone oxidoreductase
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Beach et al. mSystems

(FCKEOINB_00346) involved in respiration; and a chaperone involved in photosys
tem 1 formation in other organisms (JNIBNLAF_02096). Among the FNR-controlled 
genes in Nitrosomonas with higher expression under aerobic conditions (cluster 6 in 
Fig. 5A) was a cytochrome c551 peroxidase, which is often involved in responses to oxida
tive stress (FCKEOINB_01367). Interestingly, when comparing the FNR-controlled gene 
expression patterns from the Nitrosomonas and Rhodocyclaceae MAGs, most genes with 
higher expression in the anoxic conditions came from the Nitrosomonas MAGs (clusters 4, 
5, 6, and 7 in Fig. 5A; Table S6). Among them, there were genes whose products are 
involved in amino acid biosynthesis (JNIBNLAF_00839, JNIBNLAF_00216) (clusters 4 and 5 
in Fig. 5A). Taken together, these data suggest that Rhodocyclaceae and Nitrosomonas in 
the microbiome utilize FNR homologs to regulate different sets of genes in response to 
02 changes.

In the Rhodocyclaceae RDC_54R MAG, we also identified a DNR homolog which is 
predicted to be responsive to NO concentration. Overall, 14 genes were predicted to 
be regulated by this TF (Table S6) using a PWM constructed from binding sites in both 
P. aeruginosa and across proteobacteria (44, 48). The algorithm used separated gene 
expression patterns into 4 different clusters with the majority of the genes (8 out of 14) 
included in a single cluster (cluster 1 in Fig. 5B). The clustering results suggest that 
DNR increases the anoxic expression of genes encoding the following proteins: a nitrite 
reductase (EFKGCFLK_01293), an Fe-S cluster assembly protein which may need to par
ticipate in metalloprotein repair after 02 exposure (EFKGCFLK_01945), a high-efficiency 
Cbb3-type cytochrome c oxidase (EFKGCFLK_01956), and an Na+ pump that may be 
required for nutrient uptake (EFKGCFLK_01284) (Table S6). Additionally, several of 
these genes were predicted to be regulated by both FNR and DNR, which may be due 
to the high similarity of the TF motifs (Fig. S2) (44), and suggests a multifaceted 
response system in RDC_54R.

After identifying a NnrR homolog in the Nitrospira NSP_46 MAG, we used the bind
ing site analysis from a PWM constructed from sites in R. sphaeroides and enterobacte
ria (29, 44) that showed close similarity to other NnrR PWMs (47) to identify 19 genes 
that may be regulated by this TF (Table S6). NnrR shows a more diverse set of expres
sion patterns in response to the aerobic/anoxic shift in the PNA bioreactor (Fig. 5C). In 
addition, NnrR appears to increase the anoxic expression of another TF (NorR; 
NBKEAIPA_00806) and regulates expression of genes that encode an anaerobic nitric 
oxide reductase, a putative oxidoreductase (NBKEAIPA_03429), and a DNA repair pro
tein RecO (NBKEAIPA_01701) (cluster 2 of Fig. 5C; Table S6). NnrR appears to increase 
the anoxic expression of the gene that encodes a NAD-dependent malic enzyme 
(NBKEAIPA_01292) (cluster 3 in Fig. 5C; Table S6) predicted to decarboxylate malic acid 
to pyruvic acid, an enzyme that could recycle central carbon metabolites during peri
ods when oxygen is limiting or not available as the terminal electron acceptor.

Since several of the CRP/FNR homologs identified in the most active MAGs were 
loosely associated with MaIR, we used a PWM of MaIR deduced from both Bacteroides 
thetaiotaomicron and other Bacteroides species (43, 46) (Fig. S2) to query two 
Ignavibacteria MAGs (IGV_58 and IGV_68R), a Flavobacteriales MAG (FLB_49), and a 
Saprospiraceae MAG (SPS_50R) (Table S6). This analysis revealed 31 genes to be pre
dicted targets for MaIR homologs, which formed 5 clusters of gene expression patterns 
(Fig. 5D). The genes predicted to be controlled by MaIR homologs were mostly hypo
thetical proteins (Table S6). Flowever, in FLB_49, we identified a gene encoding a dicar- 
boxylate transporter (FHJFHJAOFHD_01762) among the genes with an overall decrease in 
expression during anoxic conditions (cluster 2 in Fig. 5D) and a gene encoding a dihy- 
drolipoyl dehydrogenase (FHJFHJAOFHD_02680) among the genes with a transitory 
increase in expression (cluster 4 in Fig. 5D), suggesting a possible connection of this 
transcription response to carbohydrate availability. Flowever, the clustering analysis also 
suggests MaIR leads to aerobic/anoxic expression changes of genes whose products are 
involved in translation and protein folding (CDJEALGM_00124, JPMFIGGIA_00186, and 
JPMFIGGIA_02733 in cluster 1 of Fig. 5D; CDJEALGM_00251 in cluster 3 of Fig. 5D),
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Meta-regulon of Partial-Nitritation Anammox Microbiome mSystems

purine biosynthesis (CDJEALGM_01756 and HJHJAOHD_00568 in cluster 1 of Fig. 5D), 
cell division (IFNCLDLE_02350 in cluster 1 of Fig. 5D), and vitamin B12 transport 
(JFHJFHAOFHD_01619 in cluster 1 of Fig. 5D) (Table S6). Our data predict that MaIR may 
also play a role in increasing the expression of genes during anoxic conditions (cluster 5 
of Fig. 5D) whose products are involved in NADP+ biosynthesis (IFNCLDLE_02041) and 
a protein with homology to Ycf48-like proteins (IFNCLDLE_02041), which are typically 
involved in photosystem II formation in photosynthetic bacteria. These results suggest 
that MaIR may play an expanded role in the Ignavibacteria, Flavobacteriales, and 
Saprospiraceae MAGs and that MaIR may be responding to stimuli other than 02 in the 
changing anoxic/aerobic conditions to regulate the expression of genes that encode 
proteins with diverse functions.

The CRP/FNR homolog identified in the Brocadia MAG (AMX_44) showed a high 
percentage of amino acid identity with GRP from E. coli (Table S4), suggesting this TF 
senses and responds to organic carbon sources. Using a PWM for the GRP of E. coli 
(Fig. S2) (49), we identified and clustered 72 genes apparently controlled by the GRP/ 
FNR homolog in AMX_44 (Fig. 5E; Table S6). The genes predicted to be regulated by 
the GRP homolog formed 7 different clusters of gene expression patterns (Fig. 5E). 
Genes with increased expression in the anoxic conditions encode proteins required for 
lactate utilization (FICAMLNBO_00511), processing sugar alcohols (FICAMLNBO_01545), 
and trehalose biosynthesis (FICAMLNBO_02797) (clusters 5 and 6 in Fig. 5E; Table S6). 
Alternatively, genes encoding proteins involved in cell survival during nutrient stress 
(FICAMLNBO_02721), high osmolarity (FICAMLNBO_02796), the housekeeping sigma 
factor (FICAMLNBO_00174), coenzyme A biosynthesis (FICAMLNBO_00662 and 
FICAMLNBO_02270), and 2-oxoglutarate oxidoreductase (FICAMLNBO_00236) were 
expressed at higher levels during aerobic conditions in the PNA bioreactor (clusters 2, 
3, and 4 in Fig. 5E; Table S6).

DISCUSSION
FI ere, we have described an anammox microbial community from a PNA bioreactor 

operating with cycling anoxic/aerobic (low-DO) conditions. Microbial community 
members were identified using metagenomic analysis, and the connections between 
relative abundances based on DNA and mRNA levels were analyzed. Similar differences 
in relative abundance of organism and transcript based on DNA and mRNA analysis of 
the PNA bioreactor to those found in this study have been described in other micro- 
biomes (50, 51), including deammonification communities such as the one studied 
here (6). This observation is especially interesting in the PNA microbiome since nitro
gen removal could have easily been attributed to conventional nitrification and denitri
fication due to the presence of COD in the influent (Table 1) and because the metage
nomic analysis predicted that anammox microbes were not abundant (Fig. 3).

This disconnect between relative DNA abundance and gene expression levels 
prompted us to develop a CRP/FNR family meta-regulon of the PNA bioreactor com
munity since the CRP/FNR family of TFs is widely conserved across bacteria and 
because individual members of this group of proteins are known to control transcrip
tional responses to the presence of oxygen, alternative electron acceptors, and carbon 
sources (11). The identified predicted meta-regulon sheds new light on the biology of 
understudied organisms within the community as well as how these organisms inter
act with environmental stimuli and with other organisms in this microbiome. Below, 
we will discuss how these analyses contribute to our understanding of this microbial 
community and how they could be applied to better describe other microbiomes and 
their microbial interactions.

FNR regulates Nitrosomonas activity under anoxic conditions. The microbial 
functions that are essential for the establishment of PNA in a bioreactor are aerobic ox
idation of ammonium to nitrite and anaerobic deammonification of ammonium and ni
trite to nitrogen gas. Other microbial activities in a PNA microbiome are complemen
tary to the main function of the bioreactor and will depend on the availability of
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organic carbon sources and the parameters of the aerobic/anoxic cycles. N. europaea 
was identified as the bacterium performing aerobic ammonia oxidation, represented 
by the NSM_48 and NSM_41 MAGs, whereas Brocadia (AMX_44) was identified as per
forming deammonification. An FNR TF was identified in the N. europaea MAGs, indicat
ing that this organism directly senses and responds to 02 availability. The predicted 
FNR regulon did not include any of the core enzymes for ammonia oxidation (e.g., am
monia monooxygenase or hydroxylamine dehydrogenase) or C02 fixation (e.g., 
rubisco), which are core pathways for which different transcript abundances have been 
detected under ammonia-limited or oxygen-limited conditions (52). Our prediction 
that core ammonia oxidation genes are not regulated by FNR is consistent with prior 
research with N. europaea pure cultures that has shown transcription of these genes to 
be regulated by ammonia concentrations (53). Likewise, C02 fixation genes in N. euro
paea have been shown to be regulated by the master carbon fixation regulator cbbR 
(54), which responds to C02 levels, although it may also have a complex regulatory 
network (55). A gene predicted to be under the control of FNR and with higher tran
script abundance under aerobic conditions encodes cytochrome c551 peroxidase, indi
cating N. europaea mounts a transcriptional response to the presence of reactive oxy
gen species, even under the low-DO conditions used in the bioreactor.

Pure cultures of N. europaea have also been shown to mount a transcriptional 
response to changes from aerobic to anoxic conditions, which include increased 
expression of genes that encode nitrite reductase and reduction of nitrite to NO (24). 
Our analysis did not predict a direct control of nitrifier denitrification genes by FNR, 
but the anaerobic transcription factor ANR was predicted to be FNR regulated. 
Anaerobic regulator of arginine deiminase and nitrate reductase (ANR) (56) is another 
TF in the CRP/FNR family that has been studied in P. aeruginosa and is shown to regu
late nitrite reductase activity (57). Thus, it is possible that a regulatory cascade exists in 
which FNR activates transcription of ANR, and ANR regulates the expression of the N. 
europaea MAGs nitrifier denitrification genes in a PNA bioreactor (Fig. 6), similar to 
what has been observed in E. coli (26).

FNR and DNR regulate Rhodocydaceae denitrification. FNR was also found in the 
abundant Rhodocydaceae MAGs (RDC_57 and RDC_54R) in the PNA bioreactor for 
which the predicted FNR regulon included genes that encode nitrite reductase and ni
trous oxide reductase. The expression of these genes was found to be higher under 
anoxic conditions, indicating these MAGs are responding to 02 levels and carrying out 
a conventional denitrification function in the PNA bioreactor (Fig. 6). Transcripts for the 
cbb3 gene, a cytochrome oxidase enzyme which typically has a high affinity for oxygen 
(58), were also found to be higher under anoxic conditions and predicted to be under 
the control of FNR. Although anoxic upregulation of a cytochrome used in aerobic res
piration would seem counterintuitive, the observed coregulation of cbb3 with nitrite 
reductase and nitrous oxide reductase expression is consistent with observations for 
another Rhodocydaceae in an unrelated microbiome that was also experiencing cyclic 
anoxic/low-DO conditions (59). Therefore, it is plausible that Rhodocydaceae are 
adapted to environments in which cycles of anoxic and aerobic conditions persist and 
that high expression of the high-affinity cbb3 cytochrome is linked to the ability of 
these organisms to scavenge 02 under delimiting conditions. These observations also 
predict that the abundant Rhodocydaceae MAGs are performing conventional aerobic 
respiration in the presence of oxygen (Fig. 6). Thus, in the context of the PNA bioreac
tor, Rhodocydaceae may play an important role in COD removal under both aerobic 
and anoxic conditions. In addition, the increase in anaerobic expression of a gene that 
encodes an Na+ pump raises the possibility that Rhodocydaceae requires Na+ for opti
mal anoxic growth, similar to the Na+ requirement for optimal growth in some marine 
and halophilic bacteria (60).

Some TFs of the CRP/FNR family have a high degree of amino acid sequence similar
ity in their C-terminal DNA binding domains and recognize similar sequence motifs, 
although their regulons may be different (57). In such cases, it is difficult to make
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Denitrification

Microbial Activity Controlled by the 
Activation of CRP/FNR Family TFs

Microbial Response from the Loss 
of CRP/FNR Family TFs Activity

FIG 6 Summary of CRP/FNR TF family meta-regulon in the PNA bioreactor. TF homologs are represented with yellow rectangles. Yellow or gray dotted lines 
indicate the environmental stimulus sensed by each TF and which organisms the TFs were identified within. Organisms are labeled, along with key chemical 
reactions taking place within the PNA bioreactor. Green arrows indicate conventional nitrification, red arrows indicate anammox activity, black dashed lines 
indicate nitrifier denitrification, and light blue arrows indicate conventional denitrification. The presence (left) or absence (right) of 02 is indicated.

regulon predictions with only computational tools, and genetic or biochemical experi
ments are needed to obtain experimental evidence to determine the individual regu- 
lons. Such is the case for the abundant RDC_54R MAG, for which DNR and FNR TFs 
were identified, and the PWMs used to identify regulated genes by both proteins were 
very similar (Fig. S2). Although the predicted regulons for DNR and FNR shared common 
genes in the RDC-54R MAG, the prediction that 02 controls expression of denitrification 
genes in this organism is robust, regardless of which TF is controlling specific genes.

NnrR regulates nitrifier denitrification activity in Nitrospira. We identified an 
NnrR homolog in a Nitrospira NSP_46 MAG that was a canonical NOB that clustered 
with 'Ca. Nitrospira defluvii' and with NOB strains detected in other systems, including 
another PNA bioreactor (19) and a bioreactor operated under alternating anoxic/low- 
DO conditions (61) (Fig. 2). NnrR is a CRP/FNR TF that is found in denitrifying organ
isms and is predicted to activate transcription of genes that encode respiratory nitrite 
reductase and nitric oxide reductase in response to NO accumulation in organisms 
such as R. sphaeroides, where it is hypothesized to serve as an NO detoxification 
mechanism (62). Thus, the detection of an NnrR TF predicts that Nitrospira responds 
to NO concentrations and activates genes that encode reductive pathways to pre
vent NO toxicity (Fig. 6).
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Further support for the above hypothesis is our finding that the gene encoding a 
homolog of NorR is predicted to be under the control of NnrR the abundant Nitrospira 
MAG NSP_46 (Table S6). NorR is a TF that has been found to regulate various enzymes 
that use NO as a substrate in other organisms and, hence, has been described as a 
dedicated NO sensor (62). Although NSP_46 and related Nitrospira MAGs from other 
studies (19, 61) encode a copper-containing dissimilatory nitrite reductase (nirK), which 
catalyzes the reduction of nitrite to nitric oxide, an NO reductase gene has not been 
identified in Nitrospira (61). Thus, although the evidence suggests Nitrospira in a PNA 
bioreactor responds to changes in 02 and NO, there is not sufficient information to 
hypothesize how Nitrospira controls potential NO toxicity during the anoxic periods in 
the bioreactor when NO concentrations are expected to increase. Interestingly, NnrR 
appears to decrease the anaerobic expression of a gene encoding a peptidoglycan 
transglycosylase, which may be involved in the cell cycle (63), suggesting that NnrR 
may indirectly decrease cell division in Nitrospira during anoxic conditions.

MaIR regulates the activity of Ignavibacteria and other organisms in the PNA 
microbiome. From the perspective of CRP/FNR homologs, the IGV_58, FLB_49, and 
SPS_50R MAGs in the PNA bioreactor all appeared to encode TFs that could be related 
to MaIR (11,34, 43, 46, 64), so we hypothesize that these organisms mount a transcrip
tional response to the cyclic anoxic/aerobic conditions that depends on changing con
centrations of organic carbon molecules. Besides a large number of hypothetical pro
teins, the predicted MalR-related regulon in these organisms contained genes that 
coded for functions related to carbohydrate metabolism (dicarboxylate transporter 
and dihydolipoyl dehydrogenase) and proteins involved in vitamin B12 transport and 
purine biosynthesis. These observations support a proposed synergistic relationship 
between an Ignavibacteria (UTCFIB1 in Fig. 2) and anammox (UTAMX1 in Fig. 2) in an 
anaerobic deammonification bioreactor (6) in which the Ignavibacteria reduced nitrate 
to nitrite, providing a needed substrate for the anammox bacteria, whereas the exopo
lymeric substances (EPS) generated by anammox provided an organic carbon source 
needed to support growth of the Ignavibacteria. In addition, the previous analysis indi
cated that Ignavibacteria did not have complete pathways for vitamin and amino acid 
biosynthesis, and hypothesized that vitamin B12 generated by anammox could be 
assimilated by the Ignavibacteria (6). Although we did not find any evidence of denitri
fication regulation by CRP/FNR family TFs in these organisms, our analysis of this PNA 
bioreactor are consistent with the hypothesis that organic metabolite exchanges 
between autotrophic and heterotrophic organisms in deammonification systems may 
contribute to shaping microbial community assemblies in these microbiomes (6).

Anammox mounts a transcriptional response to aeration cycles in the PNA 
microbiome. Brocadia AMX_44, the anammox organism detected in the PNA micro
biome, was the only abundant MAG with a predicted GRP homolog that may respond 
to changes in carbon source via the abundance of cyclic AMP (cAMP) (65). The pre
dicted presence of a GRP in Brocadia AMX_44 is interesting because growth of this 
autotrophic organism has been shown to be potentially inhibited by organic carbon 
(66-68). Recent work, however, suggests that anammox organisms could utilize for
mate as a carbon source (69). In support of the latter notion, we observed a predicted 
CRP-dependent increase in anoxic expression of genes encoding proteins involved in 
coenzyme A biosynthesis and 2-oxoglutarate oxidoreductase, which may play a role in 
formate or C02 utilization in the bifurcated TCA cycle known to be present in many 
anammox bacteria (70). Flowever, the presence of a GRP regulon suggests a previously 
unreported role for a transcription response in the anammox organism that may not 
be directly connected to organic carbon utilization. These results suggest a previously 
unknown and potentially important response to aerobic/anoxic cycling in Brocadia for 
which additional research is needed to shed light on the role of the predicted CRP- 
related TF.

Additional research to expand our knowledge of the PNA bioreactor meta- 
regulon. This study provides a first glimpse of the coordinated response of members 
of a PNA microbiome to changes in environmental stimuli brought about by
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establishing aeration cycles. Our hypothesis that CRP/FNR family TFs would play a cen
tral role in the transcriptional response of community members was confirmed by find
ing TFs of this family in 11 of the most active 16 MAGs in this PNA microbiome. 
Although the remaining 5 most active MAGs (ANR_43, BRB_32R, ANR_55, STB_2, and 
ANR_56R) (Table 2) did not have an identifiable CRP/FNR family TF, gene annotations 
reveal the presence of other TFs that may be responsive to expected environmental 
changes in the cyclic aeration environment. For instance, homologs to the nitrate/ni
trite-responsive TF NarL (71) are present in all five MAGs, the nitric oxide-responsive TF 
NsrR (25) is found in BRB_32R and STB_2, the iron-responsive TF Fur (72) is present in 
ANR_43 and BRB_32R, and the Fe-S cluster- and oxidative stress-responsive TF IscR (73, 
74) is found in BRB_32R, ANR_55, and STB_2. This suggests that these other TFs may 
play an important role either alone or through coregulation with other TFs in these (and 
likely other) members of this PNA microbial community. Flowever, it is unclear how these 
additional TFs may contribute to the microbiome response to the aerobic/anoxic environ
mental changes or how they may interact with other TFs, including CRP/FNR family TFs, 
to regulate gene expression. Further, it is also likely that there are multiple levels of regu
lation, wherein a cascade of TF action leads to widespread gene expression regulation. 
Such a mechanism has been observed previously (26), and additional research could 
determine how similar mechanisms regulate microbial community members.

The methodology we used, which relied on using PWMs obtained from well-studied 
bacterial TFs to search for DNA binding sites upstream of genes in MAGs, predicted the 
regulon of different CRP/FNR family TFs and, in many cases, supported hypotheses for 
the role of PNA community members that were inferred from either the physiology of 
the individual community members, the presence/absence of specific genes, or tran
script abundance measurements (73, 74). Connecting the presence of an environmen
tal factor like oxygen to the global transcriptional response of specific genes is an im
portant step in unraveling how a microbiome is wired to respond, in a concerted 
manner, to natural or imposed stimuli. Thus, predicting the meta-regulon of micro- 
biomes is a critical part of future work to develop strategies to engineer the composi
tion and function of microbiomes for practical applications (75).

With analyses of pure cultures, in silico predictions of the regulon of a specific TF 
could be tested experimentally by genetic and other approaches. Flowever, it is often 
difficult or impossible to study the transcriptional networks of a microbiome since 
most of the major organisms are usually not culturable. Further research is needed to 
develop strategies that allow experimental verification of DNA binding sites of TFs in 
specific community members. Thus, adapting high-throughput approaches such as 
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) combined with DNA sequencing (ChIP-seq) (76) 
or in vitro DNA affinity purification sequencing (DAP-seq) (77) to study the presence 
and function of transcriptional networks in microbiomes would enable testing and 
refinement of our meta-regulon predictions.

Finally, the strategies and methodologies used in this research could be used to 
begin elucidating transcriptional regulatory networks in other microbiomes. From the 
perspective of wastewater treatment, knowing how key members of the communities 
are wired to respond to cyclic environments could help identify optimal conditions for 
creating the desired aeration cycles and simplify the trial-and-error basis on which cur
rent practices and new treatment processes are developed and optimized.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
PNA bioreactor description and operation. A 3-liter lab-scale bioreactor was originally inoculated 

with biomass obtained from the full-scale York River Treatment Plant (Hampton Roads Sewerage 
District, Seaford, VA), which uses a PNA deammonification process (DEMON) to treat reject water from 
the solids dewatering facility (78). The lab-scale bioreactor was set up to treat reject water from a full- 
scale struvite recovery process at the Nine Springs Wastewater Treatment Plant (Madison, Wl). Each 
week, a 20-liter sample of reject water was collected, maintained at 4°C, and fed to the bioreactor 
throughout the week.

The bioreactor was a sequencing batch reactor operated with three 8-h cycles per day. Each cycle 
consisted of a 4-h fill period, where approximately 1 liter of feed was pumped into the bio reactor,
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followed by a 3.5-h postfill period. Subsequently, the biomass settled for 3 min before 1 liter of superna
tant was decanted over a 12-min period. Then, the reactor remained idle for 15 min before beginning 
the next 8-h cycle. With one-third of the reactor filled and decanted at each cycle, the hydraulic reten
tion time (HRT) was 24 h. The solids retention time (SRT) was not controlled, with biomass leaving the re
actor only during sampling or with the decanted supernatant. Intermittent aeration (10 min on, 20 min 
off) was maintained during the 7.5-h fill/postfill periods. During aeration, air was supplied with an aquar
ium pump at a flow rate between 0.1 and 0.15 liter/min. During the 10-min aerated period, microaerobic 
conditions were maintained using a LabVIEW control program (National Instruments, Austin, TX) to turn 
off air delivery if DO was above 0.2 mg/liter and turn it on when DO was below 0.2 mg/liter. The bioreac
tor was heated to keep the water temperature between 30 and 35°C. The pH was uncontrolled but 
remained at an average of 7.5 ± 0.3. A magnetic stir bar and stir plate were used to mix the culture at 
250 to 300 rpm in the 7.5-h fill/postfill periods.

To evaluate reactor efficiency, tests of total chemical oxygen demand (tCOD), soluble chemical oxy
gen demand (sCOD), ammonium-N (NH4+-N plus NH3-N), TSS, and VSS were conducted following 
Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater (79). Nitrite (N02-N) and nitrate (N03-N) 
were measured with high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using a RestekUltra Aqueous C18 
column (Restek Corporation, Bellefonte, PA) and detection by UV at 214 nm in a Shimadzu HPLC system 
(Shimadzu Scientific Instruments, Columbia, MD).

Metagenomic DNA and mRNA sequencing. We collected four 6-ml aliquots of biomass at day 77, 
day 231, day 350, and day 454 of reactor operation, each of which were centrifuged, decanted, and 
stored at —80°C until DNA extraction. Twenty-four samples were also collected at 454 days, each of 
which was immediately centrifuged, decanted, flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C prior 
to RNA extraction.

For DNA extraction, we used a published phenol-chloroform method (80) with some modifications. 
Cells were lysed by incubation in a mixture of lysis solution (1.5 M sodium chloride, 100 mM Tris, 
100 mM EDTA, 75 mM sodium phosphate, 1% cetyltrimethylammonium bromide [CTAB], lysozyme 
[100 mg/ml; Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA], 20% sodium dodecyl sulfate [SDS; Bio-Rad, Hercules, 
CA], and proteinase K [New England Biolabs, MA, USA]). A 24:24:1 solution of phenol, chloroform, and 
isoamyl alcohol was added to each sample, followed by bead beating, repeated centrifugation and 
aqueous-phase separation steps, incubation, washing, drying, and resuspension. DNA quantity, purity, 
and quality were assessed with a Qubit 4 fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA), a NanoDrop 
2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA), and gel electrophoresis.

RNA extraction was performed as described elsewhere (80). RNA quantity, purity, and quality were 
assessed with a Qubit 4 fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific), a NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific), and gel electrophoresis. RNA samples were submitted to the University of 
Wisconsin Gene Expression Center for quality control with a Bioanalyzer (Agilent, CA, USA), and rRNA 
reduction was performed with a RiboZero bacteria rRNA removal kit (IIIumina, CA, USA) with a 1-mg 
RNA input. Strand-specific cDNA libraries were prepared with a TruSeq RNA library preparation kit 
(lllumina, CA, USA).

Both DNA and cDNA were sequenced with an lllumina HiSeq 2500 platform (lllumina, CA, USA) at the 
University of Wisconsin Biotechnology Center. For DNA, an average insertion size of 550 bp was used, and 
2 x 250-bp reads were generated. For cDNA, 1 x 100-bp reads were generated. Raw DNA and cDNA 
(mRNA) read data were deposited as a BioProject at National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 
(see "Data availability" below).

Processing of metagenomic data. DNA samples from the four sampling days were sequenced 
twice, resulting in 8 DNA sequencing read files. Low-quality DNA sequencing reads were removed using 
Sickle (81), with a minimum quality score of 20 and a minimum sequence length of 100. Reads from all 
eight files were then coassembled using SPAdes V3.3.0 (82) in metaSPAdes mode with a range of kmer 
values (21, 33, 55, 77, 99, and 127) to generate an optimal assembly.

Metagenomic data were binned using Anvi'o V5.5.0, following a modified version of the workflow 
described by Eren et al. (83) (http://merenlab.org/2016/06/22/anvio-tutorial-v2). Briefly, after simplifying 
the assembly scaffolds headers with anvi-script-reformat-fasta, the reads that passed quality control cri
teria were mapped back to the assembly using the bbwrap option of BBMap V38.22 (84), with mapping 
files converted to BAM file format, sorted, and indexed using SAMtools vl.9 (85). Afterward, a contigs 
database was generated for each of the four samples included in the coassembly using anvi-gen-con- 
tigs-database, which also calls open reading frames using Prodigal V2.6.3 (86). Single-copy bacterial and 
archaeal genes were identified using HMMER V3.2.1 (87). NCBI Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COGs) of 
proteins were profiled and included in the contigs databases (88). A profile for each sample was con
structed with contigs >2.5 kbp using anvi-profile, which hierarchically clusters contigs based on their 
tetra-nucleotide frequency profiles. The individual profiles were then merged with anvi-merge, where 
scaffolds were automatically clustered using a Euclidean distance and Ward linkage algorithm in addi
tion to the CONCOCT algorithm, which uses contig coverage and composition (89). Finally, we manually 
binned the clusters with the Anvi'o interactive interface by running anvi-interactive. The quality, com
pleteness, and redundancy of each bin were evaluated with anvi-summarize. Initial bins were evaluated 
for manual refinement using anvi-refine (an added "R" to the end of the bin name denotes additional 
refinement). Taxonomy for each MAG was determined using the Genome Taxonomy Database (release 
05-RS95) (90) with the default settings to identify MAGs with taxonomic classification. MAGs were then 
further quality controlled using ProDeGe (91) and tetranucleotide frequency comparison to identify and 
manually remove potential contaminant contigs, all of which were less than 10,000 bp in length. 
CheckM vl .0.3 (92) was used to determine the completeness, contamination, and heterogeneity of each
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quality-controlled MAG. Ultimately, we constructed 43 high-quality MAGs with taxonomic classification 
for further analysis (Table 52 in the supplemental material). We performed a final mapping of all MAGs 
to calculate the mean coverage and detection and determined DNA-based relative abundance by nor
malizing the total number of mapped reads for each MAG by the genome size. The metagenomic as
sembly summary and statistics are presented in Table 52.

Genome annotation and homology search. The 43 high-quality MAGs were annotated with Prokka 
vl.13.3 (93), which calls HMMER V3.2.1 (87) to search sequences against HMM profile databases, BLASTp 
V2.7.1 + (94, 95), Aragorn vl.2.38 (96) to predict tRNAs, Barrnap v0.9 (97) to predict rRNAs, and Prodigal 
V2.6.3 (86) for predicting open reading frames (ORFs). Operons for each MAG were predicted using 
Operon-mapper with default settings (98).

Metatranscriptomic data processing. RNA was extracted from triplicate biomass samples collected 
at 8 time points and processed as described above, resulting in 24 mRNA-sequencing read files. Low- 
quality mRNA sequencing reads were removed with Sickle using the single end option "se" (81). Read 
quality was verified with FastQC (99). SortMeRNA was used to remove sequences corresponding to rRNA 
(100), and the remaining non-rRNA sequences were mapped to the draft genomes using BBMap V35.92 
(84) with the minimum sequence identity set to 0.95 and ambiguous mappings randomly assigned. 
Relative transcript abundance (i.e., gene expression estimates) was calculated for each MAG based on 
the total number of reads mapped, normalized by the genome size (Table 52). The number of mRNA 
reads mapping to each ORF within each MAG was calculated with htseq-count vO.6.1 with "-m intersec
tion-strict -s no -a 0 -t CDS -i ID" parameters (101). Gene counts were normalized with reads per kilobase 
per million (RPKM) (102).

TF binding motif generation and binding site prediction. We search for predicted CRP/FNR TF 
family homologs in all 43 MAGs, and they were identified within 29 MAGs (and 11 of the top 16 MAGs 
based on expression level) using the gene annotations and searching for FNR, GRP, DNR, NnrR, and MaIR 
descriptors (Table 54). For each TF, a PWM was constructed to represent the TF binding motifs using pre
viously identified binding sites (Fig. 52). The PWMs for FNR and GRP were obtained from studies in £ coli 
(26, 40-42), and the PWMs for DNR, NnrR, and MaIR were constructed from phylogenetic studies to pro
vide enough sequences for a reliable PWM (29, 43-46) (Table 55).

The prediction of TF binding sites was performed as described by Myers et al. (26). Briefly, the 
sequences 300 bp upstream of each gene within each of the 11 MAGs identified as containing a TF hom
olog and in the top 16 based on expression level were searched for predicted TF binding sites using the 
program Patser (103) using a score threshold of 4.5. For each set of TF binding sites predicted with 
Paster within each MAG, sites were retained as likely binding sites for the TF if their score was greater 
than two standard deviations of the average of all scores. This resulted in between 49 and 309 predicted 
binding sites across all the MAGs for the five TF PWMs searched.

Gene expression time series data clustering. Clustering analysis was performed using DP_GP_cluster 
(104) using default parameters. Genes clustered were those downstream of predicted TF binding site within 
the MAGs based on transcript abundance and genes for which there were values across all sampling time 
points used. The replicate values for the 3-min, 7-min, 13-min, and 27-min time points were averaged. 
There was little difference in the clustering results when performed during the fill and no-fill phases, so the 
replicates at each time point from these two phases were combined.

Data availability. MAGs and annotations can be found on the National Center for Biotechnology 
Information (NCBI) website under BioProject accession number PRJNA559529. DNA sequencing reads 
are available through the NCBI sequencing read archive (SRA) study accession number SRP235198. RNA 
sequencing reads are available through the NCBI SRA accession number SAMN14405149.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Supplemental material is available online only.
FIG SI, EPS file, 0.6 MB.
FIG S2, EPS file, 2.2 MB.
TABLE SI, XLSX file, 0.02 MB.
TABLE S2, XLSX file, 0.02 MB.
TABLE S3, XLSX file, 18 MB.
TABLE S4, XLSX file, 0.02 MB.
TABLE S5, XLSX file, 0.02 MB.
TABLE S6, XLSX file, 0.04 MB.
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